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jean jacques olier wikipedia - jean jacques olier s s 20 september 1608 2 april 1657 was a french catholic priest and the
founder of the sulpicians he helped to establish the soci t notre dame de montr al which organized the settlement of a new
town called ville marie now montreal in the colony of new france, jean jacques olier roman catholic priest britannica
com - jean jacques olier born sept 20 1608 paris fr died april 2 1657 paris founder of the sulpicians a group of secular
priests dedicated to training candidates for the priesthood ordained a priest in 1633 olier soon came under the influence of
st vincent de paul founder of a congregation of missionaries known as lazarists, catholic encyclopedia jean jacques olier
- father olier s arduous labours brought on a stroke of apoplexy in february 1652 he resigned his cure into the hands of m de
bretonvilliers and on regaining sufficient strength visited watering places in search of health by command of his physicians
and made many pilgrimages, jean jacques olier revolvy - jean jacques olier s s 20 september 1608 2 april 1657 was a
french catholic priest and the founder of the sulpicians he helped to establish the soci t notre dame de montr al which
organized the settlement of a new town called ville marie now montreal in the colony of new france, jean jacques olier
profiles facebook - view the profiles of people named jean jacques olier join facebook to connect with jean jacques olier
and others you may know facebook gives people the, jean jacques olier 1608 1657 ad women can be priests - jean
jacques olier 1608 1657 ad note olier knew st francis of sales and st vincent de paul personnaly he himself exercised a
great influence on his contemporaries as founder of the seminary and priestly society of st sulpice in 1641 ad, jean jacques
olier encyclopedia volume catholic - impressed by the fame of this reform the cur of st sulpice disheartened by the
deplorable state of his parish offered it in exchange for some of m olier s benefices in august 1641 m olier took charge of st
sulpice, jean jacques olier wikivisually - jean jacques olier s s 20 september 1608 2 april 1657 was a french catholic priest
and the founder of the sulpicians he helped to establish the soci t notre dame de montr al which organized the settlement of
a new town called ville marie now montreal in the colony of new france, jean jacques olier amazon com - help us improve
our author pages by updating your bibliography and submitting a new or current image and biography, jean jacques olier
wiki everipedia - jean jacques olier s s 20 september 1608 2 april 1657 was a french catholic priest and the founder of the
sulpicians he helped to establish the soci t notre dame de montr al which organized the settlement of a new town called ville
marie now montreal in the colony of new france, rennes le chateau cromleck de rennes - jean jacques olier 1608 1657
founder in 1641 of the sulpicians responsible for starting the building of the church of st sulpice in 1642 olier is buried in st
sulpice 20 september 1608 to 2 april 1657 1652 gave up work as a priest and established a society of priests
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